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Rural And Country Developments are a Cheshire based Design and Build 
Company. 

We specialise in traditional Oak construction but have equal experience in 
building projects in traditional stone and brick, as well as contemporary 
materials like glass, composites and steel.

We offer a complete turnkey design and development service to discerning 
client throughout the UK and in Europe.

The key to our success (and that of  your project) is our staff. We work with 
a carefully selected team and manage all aspects of  the project. This includes 
Groundworks, full Construction, Heat and Power Installation and Landscaping. 
We can also offer a full Planning and Building Control service as well as Interior 
Design.

Our team have over 20-years experience in Development. This initially started 
in specialist Oak Frame manufacture and installation, and quickly expanded into 
all areas of  Construction to cater for our clients desire for a turnkey solution.

We now work on a range of  exciting projects; commissions ranging  from glass 
or oak staircases through to garages, studios, extensions and complete ‘ground-
up’ building projects.

Above all, we are a small, hands-on and committed team who love what we do, 
and who treat every project as if  it was our own.

We hope the selection of  projects on the following pages excite you and give 
you inspiration. We’d love the opportunity to visit you and discuss your plans 
for your project, whatever its scale or complexity.



Our interior design service can help clients get 

the very best from their new property or extension.

Our service ranges from design storyboards, 

fabric and furniture recommendations, to full 

furnishing and decoration. 

Oak continues to be an incredibly popular choice, 

whether used for an extension, or to create a new 

dwelling. It fits perfectly in a contemporary or 

traditional design - no other material can create 

the impact that oak construction does.

If  you have purchased your dream site or plot of  

land, we can help with the following: 

Concept Design, 3D Modelling, Planning, 

Full Construction, Landscaping 

and site management throughout.

Extending your existing home is a cost effective

and worthwhile alternative to moving.

We can design and construct a stunning extension

in a style that can be sympathetic to the original 

building, or a complete architectural contrast.

Often overlooked in a larger scheme, 

a bespoke staircase can be a real feature.

Our staircases are made using oak, glass and 

stainless steel, and can be designed in a traditional 

or contemporary style.

Outdoor living areas are now regarded as important 

entertaining spaces, and can add incredible value 

and satisfaction. We work with an award winning 

Landscape Architect and can build garden schemes 

that are only limited by imagination and budget.
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